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stantly sowing among devoted heads the greatest confusion
from the standpoint of the theory of cognitioa
The reality of the purely conceptual, which thus
naturally creeps into our process of abstraction, and
evokes the "reality " either of the predicate or the abstract
idea, is no artificial product, no arbitrary hypnstasr/,in|> of
a concept, but necessary by nature. For it is not the
case that the abstract idea is arbitrarily hypostasiml and
transplanted into another world of equally artificial origin;
the actual historical process is just the reverse, With the
primitive, for instance, the imago, the psychic reverberation
of the sense-impression, is so strong ami so avowedly
sensuous in hue and texture, that, when it appears repro-
duced, z.<?. as a spontaneous memory-imagc, it sometimes
even has the quality of hallucination, Thus when the
memory-image of his dead mother suddenly reappears to
a primitive, it is as if it were her ghost that lie hcuvs ami
hears. We only * think' of the dead, the primitive per-
ceives them, just because of the extraordinary senmuntKueHs
of his mental images, Hence arises the primitive belief
in ghosts. The ghosts are what we quite simply eall
'thoughts'. When the primitive 'thinks', he literally has
visions, whose reality is so great that he is constantly tub-
taking the psychic for the real Powell says : " The primary
and fundamental confusion in the thought of uncivilized
peoples is the confusion of the objective and the subjective/*
Spencer and Gillen observe; "What a savage experiences
during a dream is just as real to him as what he sees when
he is awake." What I myself have seen of the psychology
of the negro completely endorses that finding* From this
basic fact of the sensuous realism of the image, in presence
• of the autonomy of the sense impression, springs the belief
in spirits, and not from any need of explanation on the
part of the savage, which is merely a European imputation.
For the primitive, thought is visionary and auditory—

